Marriage Settlement among Minority Muslim by *Datok Imam Masjid* in South Thailand
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**Abstract:**  
Most of Thailand Moslem community live at the plateau of its South area. As the minority, they cannot perform sharia laws formally under official acknowledgment. Therefore, in practicing the law, particularly marriage settlement, they rely on the rules of fiqh school followed by each local *Datok Imam Masjid*. The *Datok* exists in every village even sub-village and is a delegation from the Committee of Islam at Province. However, The Committee does not arrange particular rules in the marriage settlement so that the practice is fully guided and handled by the *Datok*. This research uses qualitative approach through descriptive method. It finds that principles and requirements of marriage settlement are in line with common Islamic laws in the Qur'an and hadith. Most of South Thailand *Datok* serving as *penghulu* (staffs of marriage settlement) furthermore affiliate to Shafi‘i school. However, as each *datok* has different views and beliefs on certain issues, the rules
become too flexible such as the minimum age for the brides and bridegrooms or the existence of wali (Islamic guardian mainly from the family line) as the marriage requirement. Additionally, the marriage settlement with a newly converted Muslim and “free” polygamy are two big issues as there found no exact rule governing all the details. The settlement is also sometimes often hard to hold due to expensive request of mahr (dowry) which causes the high number of eloping cases.
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Introduction

Marriage is a commitment to establish a legal relationship between a man and a woman for living together in a family, continuing offspring, preventing adultery, and keeping the peaceful condition of a society.\(^1\) In this context, marriage settlement causes a legal relationship between a man and a woman as well as their relation with community, state, and also God. Religions urge marriage as it aims to create a prosperous world and in Islam, the rules of marriage settlement are well mentioned at the Qur’an and hadith.

Marriage is one of the \textit{sunnah} practices of Prophet Muhammad pbuh for all Moslems around the world, including those as minority. Because the marriage aims to prevent adultery, its settlement requires certain principles and requirements. This becomes important because any lack of its principles and requirements will cause the marriage invalid.

Islam has been widespread all over the world since a few centuries ago. In general, Muslim communities in various countries can be categorized as follow; \textit{First}, Muslim communities in Islamic states such as in Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Pakistan. \textit{Second}, Muslim communities in non-Islamic states but being the majority of their population, such as in Egypt, Turkey, and Indonesia. \textit{Third}, Muslim communities in non-Islamic states and being the minority, such as in Thailand, Philippines, and some European and African countries.\(^2\)

The term minority refers to the community with different characteristics from the common society or the majority in a certain

---

\(^1\) Abd. Shomad, \textit{Hukum Islam: Penormaan Prinsip Syariah dalam Hukum Indonesia} (Jakarta: Kencana, 2010), 274.

area or country.\textsuperscript{3} The differences range from language, culture, ethnicity, religion, to other basic diversity which distinguish one and another. Thailand, in this context, is one of non-Islamic states with Buddhists as the majority. Moslems become one of the minority groups with about 4\% of its total population.\textsuperscript{4}

Islam came to Thailand through Pattani and was brought by Arab traders who came to Malay for business. Initially, Islam was a dominant religion among Pattani’s society (Al-Fathoni, now becoming a part of South Thailand) as also indicated by the change of kingdom style. It was the Nobels and the King who played a vital role in replacing the Hindu-Buddha style with an Islamic one. However, in 1902, Pattani Kingdom was successfully conquered by the government of Thailand and consequently, the kingdom becomes a South Thailand until nowadays. It has three provinces namely Yala, Narathiwas, and Pattani.\textsuperscript{5} From that moment on, Islam has been increasingly widespread in several regions of Thailand.\textsuperscript{6}

South Thailand consists of 14 provinces, namely Chumphon, Krabi, Nakhon Si Thammarat, Phang Nga, Phattalung, Phuket, Ranong, Satung, Songkhla, Surat Thani, Trang, Pattani, Yala, and Narathiwas. Most of South Thailand Muslims live in certain provinces of its area such as Pattani, Yala, Narathiwas, and Satun. Relating to this, The Royal Decree of 1902 on local government administration stated that “all of the laws and the rules must be based on the King agreement”.\textsuperscript{7}

The enactment of Islamic family and inheritance law in Thailand is still limited in most of aspects because the government only acknowledges the application at its four provinces with Muslim

\textsuperscript{7} Arif, “Pelaksanaan Syariah Islam di Thailand.”
majority population as stated in the Rule of The Application of Islamic Law our Provinces 1946. It mentions that “Islamic family Law and inheritance shall be applied in the first-court in Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala, and Satun.” It was due to the choice of local people not to recognize themselves as the Thai Muslims and preferred as Malay Muslims instead. Therefore, the Thailand government provided them an autonomic right in religious affairs. This led them to think about formulating Islamic family Law and inheritance acts of Thailand.

As a consequence, the Law and act are not valid for Muslims in other parts of Thailand. They usually do not have any specific rules for a marriage settlement because the Thailand government doesn’t recognize any shariah law. In dealing with the marriage settlement, they rely on a specific fiqh school (maṣhab). Meanwhile, to get legal acknowledgment, they must follow the state regulation.

The marriage settlements among Moslem communities in those several provinces of South Thailand are performed by each local Datok Imam Masjid. They were elected through voting among members of each mosque and have the authority to hold marriage settlement among Muslim minority in Thailand while guiding the process. Meanwhile, The Islamic Center Committee acknowledged by the King of Thailand is the one that deals with administrative matters and marriage certificate issuance. The committee is under the management of Sheikh al-Islam or mostly known as Chularajmontri in the Thai language. His main duty is giving advice or direction for the

---


10 Songsiri Putongchhai, “What Is It like to Be Muslim in Thailand?: A Case Study of Thailand through Muslim Professionals Perspectives” (Exeter University Saudi Arabia, 2013), 176, It was stated in The Islamic Organization Administrative Act of 1997 that “members of each mosque choose their mosque committee.
King in carrying out administration relating to marriage registration, zakat payment, and mosque affairs.11

Interestingly, each local Datok Imam Masjid has different views on marriage settlement practice. The same goes on for the preferred fiqh school. This diverse view greatly influences the quality of marriage settlement practice in Thailand as a logical consequence of the election system. There is no specific qualification needed to be a Datok such as a broad perspective on marriage settlement, religious competency and other skills or knowledge related to the marriage settlement.

However, the majority of Thai Moslems are Sunni with Syafi’i school even though other schools like Hanafi and Syiah still exist. At least, this is clear from the existence of various literature and Islamic Law books in Thailand’s local educational institutions.12

So far, the four Imām Madhzab as the main references of ijtihād practice among worldwide scholars is those who lived in the golden age of Islam and not in any country with a Muslim minority. Thus, the compiled fiqh books mostly provide a solution in an ideal social condition where Muslim become the majority, live in a safe condition and are led by a pious Sultan with absolute Islamic sovereignty.13

In fact, many problems arise among Muslim as the minority ranging from law, economy, ethic, household conflict to marriage settlement because of limitation in many aspects to formally perform Islamic law. Furthermore, in the context of Thailand, the surrounding condition makes it hard to perform Islamic law because, among others, forbidden things in Islam culturally exist in Thailand such as interfaith marriage and same-sex marriage. Therefore, as a minority group, they must have Islamic life guidelines based on the shariah system appropriate with each condition and universally acceptable.14

11 Muhammad, “The Dato Yuthitham and The Administration of Islamic Law in Southern Thailand. Islam, Syari’ah and Governance Background Paper Series.”
12 Waehayee, “Konsep Wali Nikah Dalam Undang-Undang Hukum Keluarga Islam Thailand.”
13 Ahmad Sarwat, Fiqh Minoritas (DU CENTER PRESS, 2010), 1.
14 Ahmad Sarwat, Fiqh Minoritas.
From this context, it is necessary to conduct a study on marriage settlement among the Muslim minority of South Thailand who cannot legally perform it according to Islamic law. This paper aims to know the practice of marriage settlement among the Muslim minorities in South Thailand and analyze its Islamic law perspective.

Method
This research uses a qualitative approach through the descriptive-analytical method. In this case, the researcher became the key instrument or the data compiler using interviews and documentation. Therefore, the researcher’s attendance has an important role to get valid data and information in line with the research purpose. As this is pure research, the researcher’s identity is known by the subject.  

The researcher conducted this study for four months in South Thailand while doing Student Exchange. This made it possible for the researcher to get valid data from informants directly. Meanwhile, the research location was at the plateau of South Thailand, namely Chumpon, Ranong, Surat Thani, Pang-nga, Phuket, Krabi, Nakhon Si Thammarat, Trang and Pattalung. The area was selected as it is the home of most of Thailand Muslim and the absence of formal codified shariah law found in the area.

Mostly, the primary data is obtained directly from the community while the secondary is from the literature review. The former came from the Thailand Islamic scholars serving as penghulu (staffs of marriage settlement) and other local public figures like Islamic teachers and local people. Meanwhile, the secondary data was from documentation relating to marriage such as marriage law or fiqh munakahah books. Afterward, the data analysis is by using non-statistic analysis which consists of checking and organizing.

Marriage Settlement in Minority Fiqh among Muslim

15 Kamarudin, Pengantar Metodologi Riset (Bandung: Angkasa, 1972), 78
Minority refers to a community with different characteristics from the majority. The differences vary from religion, language, to other basic diversities which distinguish one and another. Meanwhile, Muslim refers to Islam adherents. Thus, Muslim minority is a group of Muslim whose number is less than non-Moslem communities in a country or area.\textsuperscript{18}

The apostasy or conversion cases of Muslim rarely occur in any Moslem minority country. However, when a Moslem community adopts non-Islamic cultures which later influence their Islamic identity, interfaith marriages number significantly increases. It has nothing to do with the increasing number of newly converted Muslim because it becomes the primary evidence of the social and cultural assimilation process instead.\textsuperscript{19}

Religious difference between the future couple is the primary issue among the Moslem minority which possibly leads to difficulties to settle a marriage. A marriage between Moslem male and non-Moslem female (\textit{musyrik} in the Qur’anic term or idolatrous) is prohibited in the Qur’an. The term refers to an idol worshiper like Quraisy infidels who believed in non-Abrahamic religion and Majus people who worshipped the fire. Their female community members are forbidden to be married to. However, this is not valid for \textit{Ahl Kitāb} women (Jewish and Christians) because most of the prophet companions married them. Nevertheless, some scholars disagree with this because they categorize the Jewish and Christian as idolatrous communities who worship Jesus even three Gods at once.

**Marriage Settlement among Moslem Minority in South Thailand**

The Thai Muslim community is more diverse than the Malay Muslim community in Thailand. Even though realizing the ethnic diversity while still maintaining their religious tradition, most Thai Muslim speak in Thai and have assimilated with the Thai Buddhist community. Additionally, Muslims in each province of Thailand have experienced the same social interaction through education, media, market, and any public institution. Furthermore, they have also practiced Thai norms and culture besides their religious practices.

\textsuperscript{18} Qardhawi, \textit{Fiqh Minoriti}.  
\textsuperscript{19} Kettani, \textit{Minoritas Muslim Di Dunia Dewasa Ini}. 
The Thai Muslim community interacts with the government through religious bureaucracy led by Chularajmontri office, Central Islamic Committee, and Representative of Provincial Islamic Committee under the management of the Department of Home affairs. Their staff is elected through voting and serve to arrange and manage mosques as well as any local educational activities. Mosques and Islamic schools (boarding schools) have become the key institutions of social interaction among the Muslim community. They also become centres for activities on fasting month, *Eid al-Fitr* and *Eid al-Adha* prayers, *jumu’ah* prayer, corpse burial process, Qur’an recitation, marriage settlement, and other religious activities. A mosque committee also serves to manage *waqf* and deserves legal acknowledgment as well as subsidy from the government through Islamic bureaucracy and the Department of home affairs.\(^{20}\)

The practice of marriage settlement in South Thailand is mainly based on Syafi’i school as what generally occurs in Indonesia.\(^{21}\) However, it is handled by *Datok Imam Masjid* from the bride’s home area as the staff of marriage settlement. Therefore, a Muslim should register themselves first to the *Datok* by submitting an ID Card. Then, he will ask the background of the brides, the bridegrooms, and their families to fulfill the marriage principles. The *Datok* will issue the ‘unofficial’ marriage certificate legalized by The Provincial Islamic Committee. Next on, the couple must register their marriage for the second time to the Registry Office for getting legal acknowledgment from the Thailand government.\(^{22}\)

The registration of marriage through *Datok* is far easier. The couple only needs to submit their ID cards and there are no rules on the minimum age of both bride and bridegroom as the standard is *baligh* (religiously mature). However, the Registry Office in Thailand requires them to fulfill various requirements for the marriage registration such as the minimum age at 17 years old, birth certificate

---


and family card. Additionally, a marriage certificate of the Provincial Islamic Committee is also available for second, third or fourth wives. On the contrary, a formal marriage certificate is only available for the first wife as the government neither acknowledges nor allows polygamy. The legal marriage certificate enables wives and children to get some facilities, such as allowance for a worker husband, social assurance, free health and education service for the state school as well as the requirement for job application.23

After submitting the ID card, the Datok will ask the rest of the marriage principles and requirements. The principles are in line with the common Islamic laws as stated in the Qur’an and hadith, which are the existence of the future next bride and bridegroom, walī (guardian) for the bride, two marriage witnesses, and the statement of ijāb qabūl. Meanwhile, the requirements are also similar to those in Indonesia, except for the minimum age for both. One of them is about the Muslim status for both. Thus, if one of them is non-Muslim, he/she must willingly convert to Islam first before the marriage settlement takes place.24

As for the guardian (walī), it mainly comes from the family line due to the priority arrangement in Syafi’i school. However, a woman has a right to choose a magistrate guardian in certain cases such as unwillingness, unreachable distance or the absence of family guardians.25 Meanwhile, the marriage witness can be chosen by the staff of marriage settlement or from relatives of the couple. The requirements consist of; 1) psychologically healthy, 2) bāligh or religiously mature, 3) Muslim, 4) two men 5) having good eyesight and hearing.26

---

25 Zulkeflee, “The Head of the Religious Field at School and Khoteb in Trang.”
26 Zulkeflee.
Another main part is the *ijāb qabūl* process which must be done by the bridegroom with the guardian at the same time and place with clear and comprehensible pronunciation.\(^{27}\) It usually takes place either in the bride’s house or the mosque. The latter is typically chosen for unapproved marriage, polygamy, or a simple wedding ceremony.\(^{28}\)

One thing mentioned in *ijāb qabūl* is the dowry. The bridegroom needs to give it to the bride before *ijab qabul* takes place. Besides, it needs to calculate the dowry very carefully to avoid any error in mentioning it at the *ijāb qabūl* process as the dowry is the absolute right of a married woman.\(^{29}\) Generally, it is the bride or her family who determines the number or type of dowry, although a few cases show that it depends on the bridegroom consideration and decision.\(^{30}\)

In general, Muslim marriage settlement in South Thailand looks similar to the practice in other areas. The difference lies in the marriage requirement as the more detailed explanation as follow:

*First*, there is no minimum age for the brides and the bridegrooms because the valid standard is *bāligh*. Islam suggests any mature and responsible person to get married. In any Muslim minority country, early marriage is even recommended to prevent any negative things such as promiscuity and moral decadence.

*Second*, women can choose a magistrate guardian (*wali hakim*) easily without considering the existence of *wali nasab* (family lineage guardian). This makes it easy to hold a marriage settlement as they wish to do.

*Third*, there is no specific requirement for two marriage witnesses as the consequence of a very minimum number of Muslim men around. Therefore, the witness can be either a just or a wicked person. *Fourth*, there found two-time marriage administration at Representative of Provincial Islamic Committee through *Datok Imam Masjid* and *Registry Office*. The former is for religious legality while the latter is for state acknowledgment to assure the right of Thai citizens.

\(^{27}\) Zulkeflee.

\(^{28}\) Makman, “The Child of Datok Imam Masjid of Muang Krabi.”

\(^{29}\) Kepan, “The Wife of Khoteb Masjid of Muang Trang.”

\(^{30}\) Makman, “The Child of Datok Imam Masjid of Muang Krabi.”
Apart from those differences, it is interesting to find that many unregistered marriages exist in South Thailand because the local people consider marriage certificates unimportant. Additionally, South Thailand marriage settlements are relatively simple yet much money-consuming for dowry and souvenirs given to the brides.

In the case of polygamy, the Thai government neither acknowledges nor allows the practice and consequently, it is only the first wife who gets the legal right and access. However, many Muslims build polygamy families in the absence of related specific rules. Moreover, some of them believe that Muslim in any minority country should choose polygamy for *syar'i* reason, such as the higher number of women than those of men, preventing interfaith marriage, avoiding moral decadency and others.

Based on this perspective, a Muslim husband is required to either ask permission from his first wife or let her know about polygamy whether or not he gets the approval. Polygamy is considered legal as long as the woman (as the next wife) certainly knows that the man she will get married to is a married one. Most of the wives in South Thailand are workers or breadwinners and this makes it easier for any husbands who will do polygamy.

On the contrary to polygamy, the Thailand government allows interfaith marriage. Therefore, a Muslim who will get married to a non-Muslim, either Buddhist or others, needs to hold the marriage settlement in the City Hall because *Datok* does not allow interfaith marriage for Moslem although at the same time, he can’t avoid anyone from doing it.\(^{31}\) However, it is only a few Muslim who does interfaith marriage in addition to the fact that the number of interfaith marriage cases in South Thailand is less than the number of those in North Thailand.\(^ {32}\)

The blurred stand of *Datok* concerning interfaith marriage leads to the conversion to Islam because it is forbidden for Muslims to get married to the apostates (*murtad*). Unfortunately, a marriage settlement with a newly converted Moslem is not followed or preceded by any specific Islamic training to create a true Moslem.

---

\(^ {31}\) Zulkeflee, “The Head of the Religious Field at School and Khoteb in Trang.”

\(^ {32}\) Radeng, “Ustazah Patthalung.”
Thus, any newly convert finds it hard to adapt to Islam and this potentially leads to back conversion. In this condition, Datok or another religious leader can not separate the married couple even though one of them has been already apostate.

**Conclusion**

Most of the marriage settlement practices in South Thailand follow Syafi’i school and are handled by Datok Imam Masjid as the local staff of religious affairs under the Provincial Islamic Committee which issue “unofficial” marriage certificate. Therefore, the marriage settlement must be registered again to Registry Office for getting an official marriage certificate. The principle and requirement of marriage settlement according to the Datok generally agree to common Islamic laws, such as the absence of minimum age for the future couple, prohibition for an interfaith marriage unless a conversion takes place beforehand, and the existence of guardian as well as witnesses. However, at other specific issues of marriage, such as polygamy and interfaith marriage, and the number of dowry, each Datok has different perspective and decision. Furthermore, certain issues such as interfaith marriage is legally allowed in Thailand while at the practice, most newly converted Muslems who get married to Muslims can not adapt to Islamic teaching then it leads them to a back conversion.
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